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PROFILE SUMMARY
A software architect and certified database expert who strive for
excellence at all times, while exemplifying value-based leadership,
team work and continuous improvement in pursuit of national
development.
I'm passionate about technology, health, globalization and open
data thereby making me pursue a master’s degree in Database
management.

ACHIEVEMENTS WITH APPRANGERS
LTD.
▪

Successfully led the team that deployed the QR Code for the
highest grossing Nigerian film. The QR codes were placed on
tickets and around different cinemas. It linked to the video
trailer of the movie which had over 1,000,000 views on
YouTube.

▪

Successfully led the team that developed a 360 degree
feedback assessment software for a leading
telecommunication firm; the results generated were used by
the client to make administrative decision relating to pay and
promotion.

▪

Coordinated numerous lunchtime events with
programming/supplier vendors, resulting in increased
product knowledge for programmers and UX developers, as
well as training department staff.

▪

Coordinated the development of a mobile medical resource to
be used by thousands of healthcare professionals for clinical
information.

▪

Managed the team that developed a loyalty rewards mobile
app for a leading Oil company which was deployed on
Microsoft Azure to encourage repeat business.

▪

Developed strategies that were used in implementation of
Human resource software and hardware systems in the
organization

▪

Conducted requirements analysis testing and prepared
proposals for replacement systems and cost analysis reports.

▪

Manager of archive solutions responsible for formulating a
strategy to increase the profitability and systems performance
of the transactions archive purchased in 2015.

▪

Examine current systems, make recommendations for client
system improvements, contribute to specifications for new
systems, implement and monitor their effectiveness

Experienced software architect,
webmaster and certified
database administrator.

“Samuel is a self-motivated
young man, with proven
leadership skills and altruistic
mindset. He is also enamored
with an uncanny sense of
responsibility, which makes
him take ownership of process
for results and collective
objectives.”
Mr. Oladoyin Anjorin
Managing Partner,
AppRangers Nig. Ltd., Lagos

“Samuel Adekanmbi is a
dynamic young man with
passion for excellence. He
exudes maturity, commitment
and works well in a team. His
leadership quality is as
warming as his loyalty to
leadership.”
Mr. Olajide Bello
Chief Operating Officer,
Cribpark Systems Ltd., Lagos.
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▪

Was assigned to a Micro Finance Bank cheque archive project;
my role was to provide a technology overview of the entire
project and to coordinate the solutions developed by the India
project teams, ensuring that all of the elements fitted together
into a seamless solution.

▪

Saved my employer millions of naira in recurrent expenditure
by getting a reliable vendor for the purchase and installation of
some of our servers.

▪

Part of the team that managed and developed content for the
Twitter platform of Nigeria’s National Conference 2014,
publishing 15,531 tweets and recording 140,698,161
impressions.

▪

Deployed an SMTP server for a leading ecommerce company
so as to send email through a secured mail relay service so that
when the reply to address and the real address are different,
the messages won’t be detected as spam or spoofed email
messages.

▪

Deployed a scrapping web application for an ecommerce
company to extract reviews from their competition websites so
as to help them understanding customer sentiment and
feedback.
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Microsoft Cloud Ambassador
for the Microsoft Azure
Platform

“Samuel proved himself to be a
dependable consultant and a
hard worker with solid
problem solving and technical
skills. I was always impressed
by his ability to complete
projects assigned to him on
time.”
Mrs. Ayobami Odekunle

SELECTED ACHIEVEMENTS AS AN
INDEPENDENT CONSULTANT
▪

Currently working on a chatbot for drug verification to combat
the global counterfeit drug trade which is thriving in Africa.
The chat bot is currently running on the Facebook messenger
with Telegram, Slack and Skype platforms undergoing
finishing touches. The data generated from the bot usage will
be made available to the public and government and will help
track manufacturers and stores that sell fake and expired
drugs in the marketplace.

▪

I worked with the Facebook and Testhaton team to
understand how Africans consume content on the Facebook
platform and making the mobile app data free and adaptable
to the local audience.

▪

Selected as one of the five Africans by Microsoft to get handson experience on disruptive technologies like IoT, Blockchain
and Artificial Intelligence in Mauritius and South Africa.

▪

Helped with the integration of an SMS API for a bulk SMS
website. Installation of SSL Certificate was also done on the
web server to secure and encrypt the entire website.

Chief Executive Officer,
ArewaPlus Enterprise, Lagos

“Samuel would be an asset to
have on any team. To say he's a
team leader would be an
understatement. During his
tenure with us, he often goes
out of his way to resolve any
technical issue that our staff
might have.”
Mr. Elijah Imeh
I.T. Manager,
Onward Paper Mill Ltd., Lagos.
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ACHIEVEMENTS WITH THE
UNIVERSITY OF IBADAN
▪

Created new forms to collect and validate data from the user in
HTML5 and JavaScript, which improved completion rate by
55%.

▪

Implemented rigorous process for cross-browser testing in IE,
Mozilla and Chrome, which corrected layout issues on 4 main
site pages.

▪

Created HTML marketing email templates used to reach out to
alumni of the faculty
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PROFESSIONAL SKILLS
08023830978

▪

I.T Skills: Experienced in the use of OOP frameworks and
databases which includes Anjular JS, RDBMS, HTML5, PHP5,
MySQL, JQuery, Mongo DB, Laravel, SAP and social media
engagement.

▪

Teamwork and Leadership: I have successfully led and
coordinated various teams ranging from 8 – 43 people from
different backgrounds.

▪

Languages: English (Full professional proficiency), Yoruba
(native oral and written proficiency), Nupe and Hausa
(Elementary proficiency)

▪

Communication Skills: I have displayed excellent oral and
written communication skills in my roles as a team lead,
instructor and a project manager.

sam@techandsam.com
12, Winco Street, Ketu,
Lagos, Nigeria.
ng.linkedin.com/in/sa
mueladekanmbi
TechAndSam.com

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
Software Architect
July 2013 – June 2019
AppRangers Nigeria Limited, Lagos Nigeria
Web Administrator
April 2012 – June 2013
Faculty of Science, University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria
I.T. Support
March 2011 – February 2012
Onward Paper Mill Limited, Lagos, Nigeria

EDUCATION
Masters of Science

2014

Bachelor of Science
Computer Science, University of Ibadan, Ibadan.

2010

Computer Science - Database Management, University of Ibadan,
Ibadan.

